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Abstract. There is much research on the automatic extraction of new
binding sites in proteins by searching for common sites in proteins with
identical functions. While many binding sites consist of concave struc-
tures, it is difficult to compare such concaves directly due to the various
sizes of concaves. To cope with this difficulty and to realize detailed and
precise comparisons between concaves, we propose a method of searching
for and comparing concaves by gradually changing the size. By experi-
ments with enzyme proteins, we confirmed that extraction accuracy for
the binding sites is improved.

1 Introduction

The functional analysis of proteins is an important research area for elucidating
the mechanism of living bodies. Recently, a variety of papers concerning the
analysis of protein, e.g, constituent atoms, amino acid sequences and character-
istic structures, have been published [1]. The sites on the molecular surface of
a protein related to functions are called functional sites, and specifying them
can provide clues for further analysis. Some proteins can function by binding to
other proteins or compounds (ligands) at functional sites. Moreover, it is well-
known that the surface shape and the physical properties of binding sites are
involved in bindings to ligands because binding occurs on the molecular sur-
face [2]. Therefore, analysis at the functional sites and the molecular surfaces is
useful for specifying the protein function [3,4]. For example, one can identify an
unknown binding site by searching for structures that resemble well-known bind-
ing sites as well as by extracting structurally common sites within proteins that
have the same function. The local pattern that commonly appears in a group of
proteins is generally known as a motif. Moreover, various kinds of protein motifs
are based on target patterns. While a sequential pattern that repeatedly appears
in the base sequence and amino acid sequence is called a sequence motif, a struc-
tual pattern that appears in the structural feature is called a structural motif.
These motifs extracted from proteins having the same function often correspond
to functional or binding sites. Moreover, a binding site, which usually forms a
concavity called a pocket, is regarded as a structural motif candidate. Therefore,
searching for similar pockets within proteins that have the same function helps
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specify binding sites. However, deciding the size of pockets for similarity evalu-
ation beforehand is difficult because the size of pockets may vary from protein
to protein.

In this paper, we approach the problem of flexible comparisons between pock-
ets. We propose the following way to evaluate similarity between pockets. If we
specify the size of the local sites of pockets, the local sites of pockets with spec-
ified size can be extracted, and we can compute similarity between local sites.
While slightly modifying the size, we repeatedly perform the above computa-
tion. Similarity between pockets is the highest similarity between local sites.
Comparisons between pockets that do not depend on pocket size are enabled by
focusing on local sites in pockets. Pockets of proteins with identical functions
are compared using a defined similarity measure to extract similar pockets as
motifs.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce
motifs on molecule surfaces. In Section 3, the proposed framework is described
in detail. In Section 4, the parameter settings for the experiments are described.
After mentioning the experimental results in Section 5, we conclude this paper
in Section 6.

2 Motifs on Molecule Surfaces

2.1 Protein Motifs

Locally common amino acid residues exist in amino acid sequences of proteins
having the same function. They are called sequence motifs. Since functional
and binding sites are often included in a sequence motif, sequence motifs are
considered candidates of binding sites. Sequence motifs are crucial, but motifs
based on structural data have recently become of major interest because of the
following facts [5]:

– Extraction of residues located far from each other in the sequence
Amino acid residues that are located far from each other in the sequence,
despite located close to each other in space, interact to form an binding site
(Fig. 1). Thus, it is difficult for these amino acid residues to be defined as a
sequence motif.

– Evolutionary conservation of structural features
An amino acid sequence is altered during evolution. On the other hand, the
structural features of a protein tend to be conserved more than amino acid
sequences. Structural motifs provide biologically and evolutionarily interest-
ing insights and help predict protein functions.

In this paper, local patterns that commonly appear on molecular surfaces are
defined as surface motifs (hereafter, motif).

2.2 Pockets as Motif Candidates

A protein family is a group of proteins with similar functions. Some functional
sites, which commonly appear in each member of a protein family, have a similar
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Fig. 1. Folding of distant amino acid

shape on the molecular surface and similar physical properties. Moreover, bind-
ing sites include a complex shape structure on molecule surfaces. For instance,
when a serine protease acts as a catalyst, an other protein binds nonpolar pock-
ets in the neighborhood of its functional site. Thus, the pocket is a candidate for
a binding site [6]. We consider extracting motifs from surface data as extracting
similar pockets among a protein family.

We use the surface data in eF-site1 to extract the motifs. The surface data
consist of polygons, and each polygon vertex has its position and physical prop-
erties (maximum curvature, minimum curvature, electrostatic potential, and hy-
drophobicity). These data are provided in an xml format. An example of surface
data is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Example of surface data

2.3 Extraction of Pockets

In this paper, we attempt to extract pockets using curvature. Gaussian curvature
K and mean curvature H are defined as follows using maximum curvature κmax

and minimum curvature κmin [8]:

K = κmax · κmin , H =
1
2
(κmax + κmin).

1 http://ef-site.hgc.jp/eF-site/[7]
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Each vertex belongs to one of eight shapes base on the values of K and H . One
is called concave if and only if K > 0 and H > 0. We extract the set of vertices
that belongs to concave as a pocket using the region growing method [9]. That is,
a pocket is extracted as a set of vertices. To remove pockets that are too small to
be binding sites, we set a lower bound of the number of vertices that constitute
a pocket. In addition, the cavities inside the protein are excluded because they
do not appear on the surface.

3 Motif Extraction

3.1 Overview

In this section, we give an overview over our method for extracting the motifs
of proteins, namely, for extracting similar pockets. A family that consists of n
proteins is denoted as F = {P1, P2, . . . , Pn}. The set of pockets of each protein
Pi is denoted as mc(Pi) =

{
pi
1, p

i
2, . . .

}
, and we consider the Cartesian product

set of pocket set S(F ) = mc(P1)×mc(P2)× ...×mc(Pn) in F and call it a motif
group. In this paper, we rank an element of a motif group using some similarity
measure and extract pockets in superior elements as the motif in each protein.
However, a multiple comparison of an element of the motif group is difficult
because, if a family has n proteins, each of which has 30 pockets, | S(F ) |= 30n,
we conduct pairwise comparison. The motif extraction procedure is as follows.

1. First, given pocket p, msp(p, P ) denotes a pocket in protein P that is the
most similar to p, called the most similar pocket. The formal definition of the
similarity between pockets will be explained later in Section 3.2. Next, the
most similar pockets are calculated for all pockets in Pi. The set of the pairs
of a pocket in Pi and the most similar pocket in Pj , denoted as pair(Pi, Pj),
are formally defined as follows:

pair(Pi, Pj) = {〈p, q〉 | p ∈ mc(Pi), q = msp(p, Pj)} . (1)

2. M(F ) is obtained by applying the above operation to all proteins in protein
family F :

M(F ) =
⋃

x,y∈F ,x �=y

pair(x, y). (2)

3. Finally, an element of motif group s ∈ S(F ) is ranked using the following
score:

score(s) =| {x, y ∈ s | 〈x, y〉 ∈ M(F )} | . (3)

Equation (3) is based on the idea that the pocket equivalent to the motif has a lot
of frequency that is most similar pockets for pairwise comparison. The elements
of S(F ) are ranked using Equation (3), and the pockets in the superior one
are extracted as the motif in each protein. An example of the process of the
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extraction of motifs from F = {P1, P2, P3} is illustrated in Fig. 3. Proteins P1,
P2, and P3 only have four, three, and three pockets respectively. First, the most
similar pocket is calculated for each pocket of proteins P1, P2, and P3 (Fig. 3
1©). For instance, if the most similar pocket of p1

1 is p2
2, then (p1

1, p
2
2) becomes

an element of pair(P1, P2). M(F ) is the union of pair(P1, P2), pair(P1, P3),
pair(P2, P1), pair(P2, P3), pair(P3, P1), pair(P3, P1), and | M(F ) |= 20 in Fig.
3. Next, the element of the motif group is ranked using Equation (3). In the case
of s4, score(s4) is the number of arbitrary pairs of elements in s4 that are also
in M(F ) (Fig. 3 2©). As a result of ranking, s5 has the high score, and pockets
in s5 are extracted as motifs on proteins P1, P2, P3 (Fig. 3 3©).

In the above method, one crucial thing to consider is the similarity measure
between pockets, which is needed to get the most similar pocket msp(p, P ). It is
difficult to compare pockets directly because sizes differ in each protein. In the
next section, we introduce a similarity measure between pockets.

Fig. 3. Overview of motif extraction
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Fig. 4. Dissimilarity between pockets

3.2 Dissimilarity between Pockets

As mentioned above, the surface data consist of polygons, and each polygon
vertex has its position and physical properties. In this section, we present a
similarity measure between pockets that is independent of the size of pockets
by comparing neighboring vertices that compose pockets. The procedure is de-
scribed as follows (Fig. 4).

1. Each pocket is represented as a set of vertices. Consider two pockets, p1 =
{u1, u2, . . .} and p2 = {v1, v2, . . .}, where ui and vj are the vertices of p1 and
p2. Moreover, let n(ui, d) be a set of neighboring vertices located within dÅ
from ui.

2. The distance between two sets of neighboring vertices n(ui, d) and n(vj , d)
is denoted as ns(n(ui, d), n(vj , d)). To evaluate the distance of neighboring
vertices, we use physical properties and give three definitions of the distance
between two sets of neighboring vertices: ns1, ns2, and ns3. They are de-
fined by combining the average and the variance, which are representative
measures for set comparisons:

ns1(n(ui, d), n(vj , d)) =
∑

i∈c,h

|avei(n(ui, d)) − avei(n(vj , d))| (4)

ns2(n(ui, d), n(vj , d)) =
∑

i∈c,h

|avei(n(ui, d)) · vari(n(ui, d))

−avei(n(vj , d)) · vari(n(vj , d))| (5)

ns3(n(ui, d), n(vj , d)) =
∑

i∈c,h

|avei(n(ui, d)) − avei(n(vj , d))|

+|vari(n(ui, d)) − vari(n(vj , d))|, (6)
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where avec(X) and aveh(X) denote the average value of the electrostatic po-
tential and hydrophyobicity of vertex set X . Similarly, varc(X) and varh(X)
denote those variances. Note that electrostatic potential and hydrophobicity
are normalized from 0 to 1.

3. The dissimilarity between pockets p1 and p2 is defined as the minimum
distance of neighboring vertices in p1 and p2:

NSlocal(p1, p2) = minui∈p1,vj∈p2(ns(n(ui, d), n(vj , d))). (7)

From the above definition, the most similar pocket is defined about pocket p and
protein P using the dissimilarity between pockets:

msp(p, P ) ⇔ q ∈ mc(P ), s.t. ∀x ∈ mc(P ), NSlocal(p, q) ≤ NSlocal(p, x). (8)

The first experiment assessed which equation is more suitable to define dis-
tance. This experiment used ten proteins (1owe-A, 1owd-A, 1gjc-B, 1sqt-A, 1sqo-
A, 1sqa-A, 1owi-A, 1u6q-A, 1gj7-AB, and 1owk-A) that belong to a urokinase-
type plasminogen activator, where 1owe is PDB-ID and A is a chain name. The
Structure Classification of Protein (SCOP [10]) is referred to for obtaining infor-
mation about the protein family. The ten proteins are divided into one training
protein and nine test proteins. The pocket that corresponds to the binding site
in the training protein is compared to pockets in the test proteins. The above
operation is iterated ten times by altering the training protein. The most sim-
ilar pocket in each test protein is obtained using Equation (8). Note that to
calculate the most similar pocket in (8), we need Equation (7), which must be
instantiated by Equations (4), (5), or (6). If the most similar pocket in each test
protein is actually a binding site, we consider that the method has successfully
obtained correct pockets in the test protein. To judge whether the pocket is
actually a binding site, we use the information on the nonpolar pockets located
in neighborhood of functional sites as a binding site. PROSITE2 is used as the
information of functional sites. The accuracy, which is the ratio of successfully
obtaining binding sites, of the three definitions (4), (5), and (6) is 56%, 67%,
and 87%, respectively. From these results, Equation (6) is employed as a distance
measure between neighboring vertices.

The second experiment confirmed the effectiveness of using local parts of
pockets. We compared the proposed dissimilarity measure to that based on all
vertices in pockets. The dissimilarity between pockets using all vertices in pockets
is formally defined as follows:

NSglobal(p1, p2) = ns(p1, p2). (9)

Ten experiments were conducted by altering a training protein, as in the first
experiment, and we aggregated the results for each training protein. The re-
sult is shown in Fig. 5. In this experiment, the neighboring range was set to
4Å. The horizontal axis is a protein ID (PDB-ID), and the vertical axis is the
accuracy of detecting a correct pocket. “Global” means the results obtained us-
ing all the vertices in the pockets, and “Local” means the results obtained using
the neighboring vertices. We see that “Local” consistently outperforms “Global”.
2 http://www.expasy.org/prosite/[11]
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Fig. 5. Efectiveness of using local part of pockets

In this experiment, the neighboring range is 4Å, but it is not obvious which
neighboring range is really effective. If the neighboring range is too small, it
may cause sites noise that is accidentally similar. On the other hand, if the
neighboring range is too wide, it targets all the vertices of the pockets. In the next
section, we introduce a method that dynamically determines the neighboring
range.

4 Automatic Setting of Neighboring Range

4.1 Alternation of Neighboring Range

Since it is not obvious how far the neighboring range is effective for comparing
pockets, we show the influence of the neighboring range in pocket comparisons.
We used a family containing ten proteins (1gbt-A, 1fn8-A, 1f0t-A, 1eb2-A, 1fy5-
A, 1fn6-A, 1fni-A, 1bra-A, 1co7-E, and 1fy8-E) that belong to a trypsin. Ten
experiments were conducted by altering training proteins, as in the first exper-
iment in Section 3.2, and we altered the neighboring range from 0.25 to 6.0Å.
The accuracy of detecting a correct pocket is shown in Fig. 6, where the optimal

Fig. 6. Validation of neighboring range
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neighboring range differs with each protein. The accuracy greatly differs with
the neighboring range, which suggests that the optimal neighboring range value
should be explored automatically. The neighboring range is expanded stepwisely,
and the most similar pockets are calculated using the optimal neighboring range.

4.2 Similar Neighboring Range Prior Method

The similar neighboring range prior method (SNP method) gives priority to
the most similar neighboring range between pockets. An overview of the SNP
method is shown in Fig. 7. This method is based on the idea that the important
neighboring range about binding site is restricted. If the dissimilarity between
p1 = {u1, u2, . . .} and p2 = {v1, v2, . . .} is calculated, the dissimilarity between
pockets is redefined as Equation (10). Note that dissimilarity between pockets is
reflected in neighboring range dÅ, because similarity in a narrow range tends to
include noise. Less the dissimilarity between pockets means more similar between
pockets:

NS(p1, p2)local = mind(
min(ns(n(ui, d), n(vj , d)))

d
). (10)

Fig. 7. SNP method

5 Experiments and Results

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, we conducted experiments
for extracting motifs. We also evaluated whether the extracted motif is a binding
site. Nonpolar pockets located in neighborhood of functional sites were used as
correct data. The information of the function sites was obtained from PROSITE.
The proposed method needs family information because it extracts common
pockets within the same family as motifs. In this experiment, we used family
information from SCOP and proteins classified as serine proteases. The family
information used is shown in Table 1. In the automatic settings of the neighboring
range, the initial range was 0.25Å, and the upper bound of the neighboring
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Table 1. Family and member proteins (PDB-ID)

Family Protein

Chymotrypsin 2gmt, 1cho-E, 1gcd, 1gl0-E, 1acb-E

Protease B 1sgq-E, 1sgp-E, 1ds2-E, 1ct4-E, 1ct2-E

Trypsin 1gbt, 1fn8-A, 1f0t-A, 1eb2-A, 1fy5-A

Alpha-Lytic protease 1ssx-A, 1qq4-A, 1p12-E, 1qrw-A, 1qrx-A

Urokinase-type plasminogen activator 1owe-A, 1owd-A, 1gjc-B, 1sqt-A, 1sqo-A

Coagulation factor VIIa 1dva-H, 1o5d-H, 1klj-H, 1dan-H, 1kli-H

Table 2. Result of extracted motifs

RANK (SNP) SCORE (SNP)

Chymotrypsin 2 17

Protease B 1 20

Trypsin 1 19

Alpha-Lytic protease 7 14

Urokinase-type plasminogen activator 1 16

Coagulation factor VIIa 1 17

range was 6Å. All experiments were done on an Intel Xeon 2.80 GHz PC with 2
GB of main memory running Debian Linux (32 bits). The experiment runtime
to extract motifs from six families was about half a day. The results of the
extraction of motifs are shown in Table 2, where SCORE means the score value
of the elements of the motif group. RANK means the level at which the elements
of the motif group are ranked by their SCOREs. A motif group has thousands of
elements, but pockets in the elements of the top-ranked motif group are binding
sites.

One method closely related to our work is LFM-Pro [12], which is a framework
for identifying family specific local sites. LFM-Pro resembles our method in terms
of extracting family specific structural features. We focus on the pockets in a
protein, and features are extracted as surface motifs, which are a portion of the
molecular surface. On the other hand, in LFM-Pro, geometrically significant local
structural centers are first identified, and then the geometrical and biochemical
environment around these centers are evaluated at the atom-level to distinguish
a target family. Quantitative comparison with LFM-Pro is future work.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a method of extracting binding sites from protein
molecular surfaces using a similarity measure between pockets by comparing
neighboring vertices. We successfully found binding sites in enzyme proteins by
applying the proposed method.
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The proposed method assumes that information about the protein family can
be clarified in advance. If we cannot get complete information about the protein
family, we will explore a new method in which protein-protein interaction is
employed complementarily as a substitute for family information. In addition,
applying the proposed method to the protein classification problem is a crucial
remaining work.
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